
These Desktop and Tower
ServRacks make saving

space easy. Now, instead of
stacking your hardware in the
nearest available space, you
can stow everything in its
own compartment.

Connect all your servers
and CPUs to a single monitor,
keyboard, and mouse. Or switch
from a 2-port to a 4-port

Consolidate—and clean up the
clutter in your computer room.

DESKTOP AND TOWER SERVRACKS

compartment, without losing shelf
space. These steel shelves can
hold 100 pounds. Even the monitor
shelf on top can hold 75 pounds.

The six-outlet power strips
solve the problem of finding
enough outlets. And they’re
surge-protected.

ServRacks are in stock in
beige and black, but if you want a
different colour you can have it
custom-made.

• Fully adjustable, steel, double-sided rack shelves that mount back
to back (Desktop model, four; Tower model, two).
• A steel monitor shelf with compartment holds all ServSwitch
models except the Matrix ServSwitch.
• A 23-inch sliding keyboard shelf with mouse extension, or an
articulating keyboard shelf for easy viewing.
• A surge-protected power strip with six outlets and a 1.8-m (6-foot)
power cord.
• (2) Heavy-duty extruded-aluminum drilled and tapped uprights.
• (2) Heavy-duty extruded-aluminum free-standing bases.
• (4) Pairs of tie-down straps to secure your CPUs (Desktop model
only).
• (2) Pairs of adjusting brackets and tie-down straps to secure your
CPUs.

Your ServRack includes…
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Ordering Information
ITEM CODE
Desktop ServRack

with Sliding Keyboard and Mouse Tray
Beige...............................................................RM360A-R3
Black...............................................................RM361A-R3

with Articulating Keyboard Shelf
Beige...............................................................RM362A-R3
Black...............................................................RM363A-R3

Tower ServRack
with Sliding Keyboard Shelf and Mouse Tray

Beige...............................................................RM364A-R3
Black...............................................................RM365A-R3

with Articulating Keyboard Shelf
Beige...............................................................RM366A-R3
Black...............................................................RM367A-R3

Optional CPU Shelf for Desktop or Tower ServRack
Beige........................................................................RM357
Black ........................................................................RM358

Optional Sliding Keyboard Shelf with Mouse Extension
Beige............................................................................RM368
Black ............................................................................RM359

Optional Casters (4) ......................................................RM369

Recognise any of these
situations?

• You wait more than 30
minutes to get through to a
vendor’s tech support.

• The so-called “tech” can’t
help you or gives you the
wrong answer.

• You don’t have a purchase
order number and the tech
refuses to help you.

According to a survey by Data
Communications magazine, 90%
of network managers surveyed
say that getting the technical
support they need is extremely
important when choosing a
vendor. But even though network
managers pay anywhere from 10

to 20% of their overall purchase
price for a basic service and
support contract, the technical
support and service they receive
falls far short of their
expectations—and certainly isn’t
worth what they paid.

At Black Box, we guarantee
the best value and the best
support. You can even consult our
Technical Support Experts before
you buy if you need help selecting
just the right component for your
application.

Don’t waste time and
money—call Black Box today.

Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional
Value. Exceptional Tech Support.

Size: 155H x 58.4W cm (61"H x 23"W) Weight: 45.4 kg (100 lb.)

Specifications
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